ResourceFull operates on all levels of the value chain, making us the ideal partner to guide the transition from idea to market.

**Material science, development & upscaling**
ResourceFull aims to promote industrial ecology by providing creative and realistic solutions for residue streams. The goal is to transform residues with low market value into (building) materials with high added value. ResourceFull provides you the necessary tools to close the gap between synthesis at the laboratory and full industrial production.

**Don’t compromise, sustainability consulting**
ResourceFull’s formulations come with nearly 70% less CO₂ emissions compared to similar performance cements in the market. High quality can be green. Ask us what we can do to help you build greener!

**High performance concrete, ZERO percent cement**
Looking for a concrete that meets specific properties? ResourceFull’s high performance concrete formulations provide superior mechanical properties with unmatched resistance to fire and acids.

Looking for a partner?
We would be happy to hear from you and discuss about your project.

www.resourcefull.eu - Industrieweg 1119 3540 Herk de Stad Belgium